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Are You “TRYING” or Are You 
Doing?!
People who are focused on success recognize that DOing 
sometimes requires a change of plans. People never fail.  
Systems fail.
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Do it or don't! When I hear someone say “I am 
trying to...” my first thought is "Either do it or 
don't, but please stop trying". People who try 
rarely succeed and people who do always 
succeed. 

Are you really committed to your business, diet, 
or whatever change that you are "trying" to 
accomplish? 

The very definition 
of commitment is to consistently 
do something until you succeed. 
So, when you are fully committed, 
you go all the way through with 
your plans or goals until you 
achieve them. It’s all or nothing. 
You do not "try", you DO until 
success is achieved.

Trying is lying.
Trying is whining.
Trying is not commitment!
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People who are focused on success recognize that DOing sometimes 
requires a change of plans. People never fail. Systems fail. 

When the system that is being used is not working, the "tryers" quit. 
When the system is not working, the DOer finds a new system and stays 
committed as long as it takes to find the right system or technique that 
will bring the desired result.

Are you a DO-er or a TRY-er? Be committed to your goals and dreams 
and PLEASE stop trying! Just do it or don't!!

—————————————————
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